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ANNUAL MEETING A BIG SUCCESS
By Barbara McCrary, "The Log" Editor

Members who didn't attend the annual meeting, missed a
scrumptious tri-tip BBQ and a riveting talk, laced with humor, by
Sandy Lydon, historian emeritus of Cabrillo College, who spoke
on the cultural history of the coast redwood. From Indian residence through Spanish discovery to present day, the Sequoia
Sempervirens has captivated and sustained the population of
California. Sandy's talk revealed not only the historical, but the
practical aspect of this species, which is one of the most versatile
and useful trees available.
Timber faller Steve Webb did honors as chef, and the tri-tip
was supplemented by numerous salads, side dishes and delectable desserts.
Board President Jim Hildreth updated members on Water
Quality Board issues and the restrictive delays in processing the
waivers needed for harvesting, Cate and Eric Moore presented
information on the proposed and upcoming diesel engine regulations that require replacement of current diesel engines with a
newer model that hasn't even been developed nor manufactured
yet, and Gary Paul spoke on the proposed restrictions based on
the Red-Legged Frog and San Francisco Garter Snake habitats.
Red-Legged Frogs do not inhabit upland forests, but that doesn't
seem to matter to the folks who make the rules for logging operations.
Sandy Lydon brought a dozen copies of his co-authored
book, "Coast Redwood, A Natural and Cultural History", which
were promptly sold out and personally autographed by him.
CCFA bumper stickers were given to all and T-shirts were offered for sale.
At the near end of the day, we all took a stroll down the road
to see a clump of albino redwood, with forester Janet Webb and
Sandy educating the group on the biological background of this
variation.
All in all, it was a great day that should not have been
missed by many of our members. ■ (See photos on page 2.)

Charles first bought his property in the 1950s and spent the
remainder of his life intimately involved with its management
and maintenance. He was still climbing and limbing the trees
as he approached his 80s. Dick has shared the burden for many
years; he lives on an adjoining property and was there to help
whenever assistance was needed.
Charles passed on late last year and Dick has taken over
management of the farm. Dick recently stepped down from the
Board of Directors to concentrate his energy on his newly expanded family duties. We deeply appreciate the time and
knowledge the Burtons brought to CCFA, will miss them
greatly as directors, and wish the Burton Family Tree Farm all
the best as they move toward the next generation. ■ (See
photo on page 2 )

TIM PEET OF SANTA CRUZ TIMBER CO. GIVEN THE
CCFA FORESTRY EXCELLENCE AWARD
By Jim Hildreth

Each year the Central Coast Forest Association presents
Forestry Excellence Awards at our annual meeting and picnic.
This award is in recognition of achievement in applying sound
science and management to Central Coast forests. CCFA is
proud to present a 2008 Forestry Excellence Award to Santa
Cruz Timber Company, a local logging and forest management
company.

BURTON FAMILY RECEIVES CCFA
FORESTRY EXCELLENCE AWARD
By Cate Moore

At the CCFA annual membership meeting and barbecue of
June 28, 2008, the Board of Directors presented the Burton Family with the Forestry Excellence Award. Both Charles Burton
and his son, Dick, were founding members of CCFA and have
contributed their experience and passion in serving as board
members since the inception. Over the years, they have testified
at public meetings, written letters and articles explaining public
policy impact on local forests, and sought to defend the rights of
private landowners to manage their lands without undue governmental encumbrances.

CCFA President Jim Hildreth presents CCFA's Forestry Excellence
Award to Tim Peet of Santa Cruz Timber Co.

Tim Peet, owner and licensed timber operator, was in attendance to receive his award. Mr. Peet has worked in the Santa
Cruz Mountains for over 24 years, and formed Santa Cruz Timber Company in 1995. Known for the very highest quality of
work, they are experts at complying with the special rules and
regulations required on the Central Coast. ■
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SCENES FROM CCFA'S ANNUAL MEETING - JUNE 28, 2008

Steve Webb readies the barbeque
pit for preparing
the delicious tritip we all enjoyed
so much.

L to R: Eric and Cate Moore, and Jim Hildreth, update the members
on current rules and regulations of interest to us
All photos by
Barbara McCrary

We had CCFA
T-shirts made up with this
slogan on the back. We sold
several, and they are for sale
to members at $15 apiece. We
have a full range of sizes in
white with green printing.

Two registered professional foresters, Janet Webb and Jim Hildreth,
comparing notes
Sandy Lydon delivered his fascinating talk on the cultural history of the
coast redwood with his usual enthusiasm

Retired board member Dick Burton received the award for Forestry
Excellence presented to the Burton Family by Cate Moore
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WHILE CALIFORNIA BURNS
By Thomas Bonnicksen
San Francisco Chronicle
July 8, 2008

Dry thunderstorms swept across Northern California, blasting the parched landscape with lightning bolts that set more than
1,200 wildfires in one weekend. So far, about 1,800 fires have
burned over 600,000 acres of forests and woodlands, and there is
no relief in sight.
The wildfire crisis is becoming more serious each year.
Fires are getting bigger and more destructive, killing wildlife and
polluting the air as well. The annual acres burned doubled in just
a decade and the cost of fighting fires is rocketing upward. Californians now pay twice what they did for fire protection 10 years
ago, topping $1 billion annually.
In addition, greenhouse gas emissions from one acre of
burned forest are about the same as the exhaust from 48 cars for
one year. That's the equivalent of 1 million cars belching pollutants for each 21,000 acres burned. These gases stay in the atmosphere, warming the climate for centuries. Only carbon dioxide can be recovered, and then only if a new forest is replanted.
Unfortunately, California is losing forests on federal lands at
the rate of 30,700 acres per year, an area the size of San Francisco, because of a lack of replanting after catastrophic forest
fires.
The key questions are: How did we get into this wildfire
crisis? What can we do about it?
Fire alarms have been ringing for more than a decade. If
anyone who heard them decided to help, we would not be seeing
today's enormous fires. Even if we act now, it will take years to
reverse the trend.
Some people will argue that the wildfire crisis is a natural
response to global warming. History shows that when the climate was warmer in the past, fires were more frequent and less
severe. The reason is that frequent fires keep fuels under control
so that fires stay small. Fires were less frequent and more severe
when the climate was cooler and wetter.
Studies show that today's neglected forests are jammed with
too many trees, hundreds to more than 1,000 per acre when a
natural forest would have 60 to 70 trees per acres, according to a
study reported in the Ecological Society of America Journal.
On federal lands, the amount of harvested wood has dropped
dramatically - by more than 90 percent since 1990, according to
the California Board of Equalization. These unmanaged forests
have become overcrowded and, when coupled with piles of logs
and thickets of small trees that provide a ladder for fire to climb
into taller trees, more fire-prone.
It takes a huge investment of private capital to rebuild the
forestry infrastructure needed to reduce the fuel in our overcrowded and unhealthy forest. That means equipment, trained
personnel, mills and biomass energy plants. It means planning so
that we thin our forests in the most environmentally sensitive
way possible in order to encourage healthy forests and reduce the
fire danger. More importantly, it takes the will to do it.
It also can cost thousands of dollars per acre to thin a forest.
Taxpayers can't afford such costs. We need private companies
earning money on public lands in order to make it economically
feasible to restore our forests. This is a good trade-off because
we save money and get safe, healthy, beautiful and diverse forests, and the wood we need.

Thousands of acres of grassland also burned, but they will
recover quickly. Likewise, oak and woodlands and chaparral
that burned will usually recover. Even so, these are places where
cattle grazing and prescribed fire could break up vast areas of
heavy fuel and lessen the chance of damaging fires. Harvesting
chaparral for renewable biofuels could also help reduce the wildfire threat without the danger and greenhouse gas emissions from
prescribed burning.
Fire alarms are still ringing. Will anyone listen and take
action to prevent future firestorms? ■
Thomas M. Bonnicksen is an historian of North American
forests and spent 35 years studying California's forests. He is
professor emeritus of forest science at Texas A&M University,
scholar in residence at California Polytechnic State University,
San Luis Obispo, visiting scholar with the Forest Foundation,
and author of "America's Ancient Forests."

POST-FIRE RESTORATION ON TIMBERLAND
By Rich Casale
Certified Professional Erosion & Sediment Control Specialist #3
District Conservationist, USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service

Over 5,000 acres of private property have burned in Santa
Cruz County following recent wild fires. Much of the land that
burned was woodland including commercial timber composed
of redwood, Douglas fir, with some mixed hardwoods. Other
trees species damaged or destroyed include Ponderosa pine,
knob cone pine and a variety of riparian trees such as sycamore
and big leaf maple.
Forest land owners and managers are very concerned about
what might happen to fire-damaged soils, slopes, and water
courses next winter when the rains come. They are also wondering what can be done now to minimize the effects of erosion
processes before any storm events. Still others are questioning
whether or not to remove fire-damaged or destroyed trees and
other vegetation now, or to wait.
The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), a
federal non-regulatory agency under the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, has been assessing fire damages to natural resources and watersheds with forest land owners and managers
since the wildfires broke out on May 22, 2008. Some of the
more important post fire actions to take, according to the NRCS
include the following:
(1) Have an on-site assessment of fire damage done to your
property by NRCS;
(2) Don’t be too quick to remove fire-damaged trees and
other vegetation, especially redwood and coastal live oak
trees that have thick and/or fire resistant bark. On some
properties, doing nothing may be the best solution, allowing nature to restore cover naturally. In areas where trees
were partially damaged by fire, smoke or heat there will be
an enormous leaf drop later this summer and fall that will
provide soil protection from rain and runoff next winter.
Consult with a registered professional forester for specific
advice on which trees to cut and which trees to save;
(3) Monitor and maintain any pre-existing and new fire/
fuel breaks, access roads and trails that might exist on your
See Restoration
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property to make sure that surface runoff does not concentrate and cause these facilities to erode or cause damage to
slopes, soils and water courses. Proper grading and correctly spaced and constructed water bars and/or drainage/
rolling dips will help to prevent these bare soil and disturbed areas from being an erosion problem next winter.
Bare and disturbed soil areas can also be protected with a
layer of slash or weed-free straw mulch. Consult with Cal
Fire for assistance on preventing erosion on fire/fuel breaks
and access routes constructed this year in the fire fighting
effort.
(4) Do not plant the Santa Cruz County Erosion Control
seed mix. This mix is a non-native mix of grasses with one
legume that is not intended for forestland. Where soil and
sunlight conditions are desirable some seeding of disturbed
areas may be beneficial but should only be done in accordance with appropriate plants and advice provided by
NRCS or certified professional erosion and sediment control specialist. Note: Seeding will delay native plant regeneration and actually compete with natural recovery of
the forest landscape.

Maymen's Flat area, near the spot where the Summit Fire started in May
2008. Most of the watershed in the headwaters of east branch Soquel
Creek burned - approx. 800 acres. Most of the trees in the photo were
Knobcone pines. Some riparian species of trees burned in the drainages.

(5) Runoff control will be imperative next winter in all of
the fire areas, especially where drainage facilities on roads
and around structures were damaged, destroyed or inadequate. Efforts should be made to minimize concentrated
flow especially over steep slopes. Whenever possible, runoff should not be channeled but allowed to either sheet
over the soil and slopes as it naturally would or be controlled in such a way that it does not cause slope saturation
or erosion. Contact NRCS for runoff control strategies and
further details.
(6) Control non-native, invasive plants that will want to
take over fire damaged soils and slopes in the coming
months and year ahead. Non-native plants will slow natural
regeneration and will likely create a higher fire and soil
erosion hazard over time.

Fire crew putting out a hot spot while Rich was conducting a
site assessment with the landowner off Ormsby Trail.

For more information and to request a free on-site assessment of your timber/woodland property, including site specific
recommendations contact: NRCS at 831-475-1967. Also visit
the Resource Conservation District of Santa Cruz web site at:
ww.rcdsantacruz.org

THOMAS BONNICKSEN TOURS LOCAL FIRE SITES
The Log editorial

Thomas Bonnicksen, professor emeritus of forest science at
Texas A&M University, accepted an invitation from the California Forest Products Commission and from Bob Berlage of
Big Creek Lumber's forestry department to tour the recently
fire-ravaged areas of the Santa Cruz Mts.
He flew from Jackson, CA where he was doing other forestry work, met with local forest landowners to discuss the effects of forest management on fire behavior, and toured local
forestlands. He was flown over the Summit and Martin fire
areas, conducted a preliminary examination of how fire affected
See Bonnicksen

(Continued on page 5)

A scrub oak tree re-sprouts from the base,
two months after the Summit Fire of June 2008
All photos by Rich Casale
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managed vs. unmanaged lands, and afterwards said he had acquired a lot of important exposure to the forest management
practices in the Santa Cruz Mts.
On first glance, two observations stand out: 1) Roads on
managed forestland allow greater accessibility for fire-fighting
crews, and 2) Some unmanaged lands can have excessively
dense stands of small trees and brush that create a higher fuel
load. Coupled with the lack of road accessibility, these lands
may represent a greater fire hazard. Dr. Bonnicksen will be
reviewing the information he gathered here in Santa Cruz
County and CCFA will share his conclusions as soon as we
hear back from him. ■

Gravel slide already starting after the Summit fire passed through.
Notice the ATV, showing scale, on the road behind the slide.
Rick Casale photo

Keep abreast of CCFA news and activities
Log on to our website:
www.ccfassociation.org
WE HAVE T-SHIRTS FOR SALE. CONTACT US!
SEE PHOTO ON PAGE 2

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO TIMBERLAND OWNERS
Submitted by Cate Moore

Water Board News
We are continuing to struggle with the Central Coast Regional Board to process our waivers in a timely fashion. Typical wait time after approval of a THP is 2-3 months. This has
put a hardship on many landowners who wish to harvest during
the season they receive their THP.
The General Waiver was fashioned so that waiver could be
processed quickly, but that has not happened. Despite numerous pleas for relief, we are not getting any response from them.
In the North Coast region, THPs utilizing selection silviculture
receive a waiver within 10 days after approval of the THP.
We are currently consulting legal counsel to determine if
there is a course of action to resolve this problem.

The Coho Incidental Take Permit (ITP) was adopted by the
board of Forestry (BOF) July 2007 for implementation starting
January 1, 2008. This rule package requires that project proponents planning to operate in a watershed with Coho present "at
any time since 1990" get a determination from the Department
of Fish and Game (DFG) on whether the project as proposed
has the potential to cause "take." If determination is made that
take IS likely, the project must follow the new rule section
919.9.1 and must put up a security of performance bond with
DFG. There are 13 watersheds in Santa Cruz County that DFG
lists as having Coho present: Bean Creek, Branciforte, East
Waddell, West Waddell, Gazos, Kings, Laguna, Little Creek,
San Lorenzo, Love Creek, Rio del Mar, San Vicente, Scotts,
and Soquel.
The rules invoked by 919.9.1 are the same as the T/I rules
with embellishments including: retaining more large trees in
proximity to watercourses, more canopy retention next to Class
II watercourses, more required road rocking, no culverts/cross
drains may be less than 18", DFG concurrence required on any
water quality-related alternatives or in-lieu practices. Also,
monitoring of an undisclosed nature is required under the ITP.
No ITP determinations have been made in the Southern
Sub-district this far, but there have been a few in Gualala and
the North Coast.
The bond is in two parts:
Road Component is $5000/mile for road in Class I WLPZ,
$2500/mile in C II WLPZ, $1000/mile in C III ELZ; New/
temporary crossing C 1-$2000, C II-$1000, C III-$500; Existing crossings C I-$500, C II-$500, C III-$250. The road component is not returned until the end of the erosion control maintenance period, which is 3 years.
Area component is $500/acre for areas in WLPZ, ELZ,
EEZ, inner gorge or headwall swale. The area component is
not returned until the work completion report is sign by the
Director.
Shortly after the rules were adopted, EPIC/Sierra Club
filed a suit to have them thrown out because they stated the
protection for Coho is not adequate and DFG should have been
the ones to adopt the rules, not BOF. CFA, CCFA and others
intervened in the suit and asked for a stay of the rules. According to some attorneys in the know, the BOF did not follow the
Administrative Procedures Act in adopting the rules so they
may not last, after all.

New Red-legged Frog Rules
Due to budgetary constraints, the Fish and Wildlife Service
will no longer be providing individual consultation for Redlegged Frogs (RLF.) Thus, they have promulgated new guidelines that they feel will cover any potential issue of take, which
will apply to all THPs regardless of their individual differences
regarding the potential for frogs to be present within the plan
area.
The proposed measures would include additional seasonal
restrictions and larger buffers around potential habitat, which
includes all types of streams and wet areas. When working in
habitat areas, trained monitors would be required to check for
the presence of RLF. ■
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WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD HEARING
By Gary Paul, CCFA Director

At the Water Quality Control Board meeting in Watsonville,
July 11, 2008, there were two items related to timber harvest on
the agenda. The first was the Camp Lindblad (Boy Scouts) individual waiver. Water Board staff made a presentation that focused on their requirements for a roads maintenance program
with a 15-year duration, as well as the Camp having made improvements to two failed watercourse crossings. Kevin Collins
(Lompico Watershed Conservancy) submitted a letter to the
Board regarding Collins’ belief that additional mitigation measures were required beyond those incorporated into the approved
THP. He was also at the hearing to speak against the THP. Jim
Hildreth, the Boy Scout’s forester and THP author, informed the
Board that the mitigation was approved by an agency review
team of natural resource professionals that included water quality
staff. Bob Berlage (Big Creek Lumber) stated that Mr. Collins
had every opportunity to participate in the lengthy CDF THP
public input process, and did not choose to do so, suggesting that
Collins use of the waiver process could result in further delays.
The Board unanimously approved the waiver.
The second item was the issue of streamlining the waiver
process, so that project applicants could proceed with timber
operations soon after the water quality application is submitted.
This streamlining came out of discussions with Big Creek Lumber who have worked hard on this issue. Currently, after CDF
approval of the THP, landowners must often wait for months for
water quality staff to formally approve the waiver needed to
commence harvesting. The Executive Director stated that, subject to the opinion of their counsel, they were considering allowing the applicant to proceed with timber harvesting before formal
approval of the waiver. Those applicants would be required to
follow the Tier III monitoring protocol, until their actual tier is
determined. There was no indication how Tier IV (individual
waiver) applicants would be treated. This would be mutually
beneficial to both landowners and water quality staff. Timber
harvesting could commence soon after CDF plan approval, and
water quality staff would have more time and less pressure to
complete the paperwork. CCFA is hopeful that a solution to the
unnecessary delays caused by water quality will be implemented
in the near future. ■

JIM MOORE JOINS CCFA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Jim Moore, owner-operator of Big Basin Water Company has joined the CCFA Board of Directors. Jim is very
knowledgeable about timber and water issues and we feel he
is a great addition to the organization. A short biography and
photo will be featured in the next issue of "The Log."

DIESEL EMISSIONS REGULATIONS UPDATE
JULY 2008
By Cate Moore

The Air Resources Board (ARB) has made a number of
adjustments to the proposed diesel emission regulation for InUse On-Road diesel trucks and buses. Available for inspection
on our website are the following downloads from the ARB
website. The information provides a snapshot of where the
ARB was in May 2008.
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dieselonrdtruckbusrulechanges.pdf provides a synopsis
of rule changes from January 2008 to May 2008.
diesel_emission_analysis_ARB.pdf provides the statistics
of where the emissions are coming from by truck class and age
and who owns the equipment.
diesel_emission_Cost_Method_Paper.pdf provides the
cost methodology for analyzing the economic impacts for compliance.
Briefly, the ARB has relaxed their requirements somewhat,
based on updated information about the demographics of trucks
and buses in California. The ARB has discovered that a large
proportion of the trucks in California are owned by very small
fleets (3 vehicles or less), making the economic impact on the
owners more significant than originally predicted. In response
to this, compliance dates for many vehicles have been pushed
out to 2012, specialty agricultural vehicles to 2017 and low-use
provisions have been expanded for vehicles that don't see much
use in a year.
Through July, the ARB is holding Cost Workshops;
San Jose will see a workshop on Wednesday, July 30,
2008.
Time: 12 noon-4:00 PM, and 5:00 PM-8:00 PM.
Location: County of Santa Clara Isaac Newton Center
Auditorium, 70 West Hedding Street, San Jose, CA 95110. ■

FORESTER GARY PAUL JOINS CCFA BOARD
By Barbara McCrary, "The Log" Editor

Gary is a registered professional forester with 37 years experience working in the redwood region, primarily in the Santa
Cruz Mountains. He has extensive experience in the preparation
and implementation of forest management plans, timber harvest
plans, and timber sale administration. He manages both large
and small ownerships in the area
He was born in Detroit, Michigan, and was raised in Southern California. He graduated from
UC Davis in 1969 with a degree in
psychology. After he graduated,
Gary decided he wanted to work
outdoors in a forested environment. He attended the UC Berkeley forestry summer field camp in
Meadow Valley in 1970 and in
1971 went to work for J.E. Greig,
Consulting Forester, in Soquel, as
a forestry technician. He worked
for Harwood Products, a Mendocino County sawmill, from 1977 to
1981, as their Santa Cruz operations forester. In 1982, Gary began his forestry consulting business. During a lean time in the
Gary Paul
timber industry in the mid-1980s,
he worked as a paralegal for an attorney who specialized in landslide law. He received a law degree from William Howard Taft
University and passed the California bar in 1993. Today he owns
and operates Gary Paul, Consulting Forester as his primary business but also maintains a small real estate law practice.
In his free time, Gary enjoys playing golf. His family includes his wife, Terese, his son Brian, and step-daughter Alisha.
Terese and Gary live in Aptos. ■
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Central Coast Forest Association
Membership / Renewal / Contribution
Name ______________________________________________________________ Date _______________________
Enclosed is $ ______________ for:

□ New Membership

□ Membership Renewal

□ Legal Fund

Home phone __________________________________ Work phone ______________________________________
Address _____________________________________ City __________________________ ST_____ Zip_________
Signature ____________________________________________ E-mail ____________________________________
Please make checks payable to:
Central Coast Forest Association

P.O. Box 1670

Membership Category

Capitola, CA 95010

Dues

Individual - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -$50
Business - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $500

CCFA appreciates your support
CCFA is a 501-(c) 4 tax-exempt organization. Donations may be tax-deductible as a business expense.

Notes From the Nut-House

We’re on the web!
www.ccfassociation.org
Central Coast Forest Association
P.O. Box 1670
Capitola, CA 95010
IMPORTANT NOTICE: HELP US COMMUNICATE!
Occasionally we need to rally the membership to respond to abrupt government actions. We must be able to contact you in
a hurry in such circumstances. Please submit your current e-mail address to us via our website, www.ccfassociation.org
or by e-mail to: ccfa@ccfassociation.org. We will keep it strictly confidential at all times.

T

he forests must be, and will be, not only preserved but used, and the
experience of all civilized countries that have faced and solved the
question show that the forests, like perennial fountains, may be made to yield
a sure harvest of timber while at the same time all their far-reaching
beneficent uses may be maintained unimpaired.
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CCFA’s Mission
The Central Coast Forest Association is a non-profit alliance of small forestland
owners, forestry professionals and forest-oriented businesses with close affinity to
the woods, mountains, streams and wildlife of the Central Coast. Our purpose is to
uphold and preserve our values, our property rights and our way of life. To advance this objective, CCFA will:

• Interact with community, political and environmental interests as a voice for
forestland owners.

• Understand the news, law and technology of forestry and apply this knowledge
for the benefit and protection of forestland owners.

• Inform members of matters affecting their lands and forests.
• Take political and legal action to defend the rights and property of all Central
Coast forestland owners.

